
SNAPSHOT of Last Year’s Short Course
Held January 13 – 17, 2014 at the Marriott at City Center, Newport News, VA 

 
 

 

Promotions, Program and Attendance Data 
Mail Promotions 4,000 (Postcards + Booklets) E-mail Promotions 15,472  (9 messages sent, 26.2% open rate; 19.8% forward/ click rate) 

Advertisements   
& 

Social Networking 

Industry Newsletters: 
Tree Care Worker,  VA Nursery & Landscape Association, VA Society of Landscape Designers 
Trade Magazines:  
 Arbor Age, Canopy Coverage, Landscape & Irrigation, Landscape Architecture, PGMS Forum,  Tree Care Industry 
Facebook  www.facebook.com/MidAtlanticHorticultureShortCourse  = 304 likes         
Facebook  www.facebook.com/HomeGardenerDay  =  50  likes         Twitter  @VAHort    

Industry-specific 
Classes & Workshops 

108 Classes and Workshops offered over 4 days and 2 evenings 
Arboriculture (18 classes, 2 workshops: Pruning Hands-On, Tree ID Made EZ) 
Business & Management (11 classes plus 2 Lunch & Learn topics) 
Crew Manager (2 days training + certification testing)  
Horticulture Skills (15 classes, 3 workshops: Herbaceous Plant Propagation, Pruning Hands-On, Tree ID Made EZ) 
Horticulture Skills in Spanish “Dia de Habilidad en Horticultura en Espaňol” (6 hours instruction) 
Landscape Architecture & Design (17 classes) 
Landscape Management (16 classes, including the Turf Tuesday series) 
Pesticide Safety Education (2 days of certification training plus 1 day Recertification (approved for 10 states + DC) 
Plants & Production (13 classes plus 2 workshops: Herbaceous Plant Propagation, Pruning Hands-On) 

 

Workshop Topics 
Pruning Demo + Hands-On (1 afternoon session)     Herbaceous Plant Propagation (1 morning session) 
Tree ID Made EZ (1 afternoon session)      Bonsai Make & Take (1 evening session)   
Photography: Capturing & Marketing Great Garden Images (1 morning session) 
Lunch & Learns (2 topics: Humor in the Workplace, Your Business Is Your Brand) 

Paid Attendance 
Professionals     524 
Home Gardeners       183 On-site Staff 

Speakers & Educators  74 
Volunteers & Board Members      94 

Attendees are from 96% from VA    (distribution within VA: 56% Southeast, 15% Northern, 22% Central, 3% Western) 
4% DC, MD, NC, PA, WV 

Professional 
Certifications 

116 Certification opportunities offered with a 81% pass rate on certification exams: 
Pesticide Certifications in Virginia  Crew Managers certified (a VA Horticultural  Fdtn. programs) 
International Society of Arboriculture               Irrigation Association  
VA Certified Horticulturists & Advanced Horticulturists 
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       2014     MAHSC       EVALUATIONS SUMMARY

First time attending MAHSC? Yes = 16    No = 48

# Years you’ve attended MAHSC:  

 2yrs = 3; 3yrs = 8; 4yrs = 7; 5 yrs = 3; 6yrs = 6; 7yrs = 2; 8 yrs = 4; 9 yrs = 2; 10+ yrs = 14

What professional certifications do you maintain? 

Don’t know = 2   None = 24 Pesticide Applicator = 4
Certified Horticulturist = 14 Adv. Certified Horticulturist = 4   GCSAA = 0

ISA = 6   SAF = 0
Nutrient Manager = 0

Irrigation Assoc. = 0

Landscape Architect = 3  VSLD = 3   APLD = 0  PLANET (Landscape Industry Certified) = 0
Crew Manager = 4     Advanced Crew Manager = 2   Certified Fertilizer Manager = 5

Other:  Class C Contractor = 1, Master Gardener = 5; town volunteer

Would you recommend MAHSC to others?     Yes = 60   No = 3
 Comments: yes & I do every year; Absolutely; 

Is MAHSC is a good good value for money?      Yes = 50   No = 2   Do not know cost = 8
   Comments: was before this year; But still too expensive course+hotel+food+incidentals; 

Would you like to get occasional e-mail updates about MAHSC? 

Yes = 20   No = 11   Already receive MAHSC e-mails = 23     
If interested, list e-mail:  (admin note added to database)   

Rank our event:  0 = POOR    3 = AVERAGE    5 = SUPERIOR    N/A =  Not Applicable 

MAHSC.ORG WEB-SITE 0=0   1=2    2=2    3=11    4=17    5=20    N/A=8 

MAHSC PROGRAM BOOKLET 0=0    1=1    2=1    3=6    4=17  5=29    N/A=7 

PARKING  garage is expensive 0=0    1=1    2=2    3=10    4=10  5=39    N/A=0 

MARRIOTT at CITY CENTER 0=1    1=0    2=1    3=8    4=20  5=28    N/A=2 

VARIETY CLASSES more balance with workshops 0=0    1=0    2=2    3=6    4=24  5=29    N/A=0 

QUALITY OF CLASSES 0=1    1=0    2=3    3=6    4=25  5=28    N/A=0 

ADEQUATE BREAKS add snacks, fruit is good too 0=0    1=0    2=0    3=3    4=22  5=35    N/A=0 

OVERALL EXPERIENCE 0=0    1=1    2=1    3=2    4=17  5=38    N/A=0 

No, local, drove everyday = 27, The Marriott's rooms are showing wear; great value & 
experience; Home, local, 

Did you stay at the Marriott for MAHSC?  Yes = 15  No, stayed elsewhere = 2  Where?  friends, Day's Inn
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Number & Variety of Classes daily: 
Do you want MORE / LESS / SAME number class sessions every day?  More  = 4   Less = 1    Same = 62

Comments:  Great variety, more industry classes, good to have lots of choices, if more only 1+, an hour per class 
is a good amount, any less is not enough info - any more tires folks out; always enjoy variety; either or, already 
hard to choose; some need to be longer; like lunch & learns, but need smaller lunches;  good pace, sufficient 
break periods; same as on Wed; like 1 hour class w/ 15 min break; 

Are there TOO MANY classes to choose from every hour?  Yes =  6    No  =  60
Comments: if anything offer more (2); NO- but would love it, LOVE IT if sessions were taped & CDs were sold; 
sometimes for Arborists there are too few (2); need some basic and some advanced each time - Good # of 
tracks; Variety is good (2); some times 2/3 subjects of interest at same time; so many good ones; this year there 
were too few - more 'fluff' than educational value; on Wed I wanted all 3 of the 12:45 classes; YES- but that's a 
good thing; I like that some presentations are repeated, makes my scheduling easier; good amount; sometimes I 
would like to see repeats (4); Variety is best w/ diverse character of people; maybe add an 'experience in field' 
rating system for classes

Are CEUs a reason you attend this event? Yes  = 28     No =33    Do not know about CEUs  =  7

Any CEU or certifications to add? Yes =4   No =26   N/A =26
Suggest: PGMS- School of Grounds Management, Master Naturalist

Do you like WORKSHOPS and EXTENDED SESSIONS? Yes = 38 No = 5    Not if they cost more  =14

Is QUALITY of classes or PRICE more important to you? Quality =51 Price =12  Don’t make those decisions = 8

Comments: Quality over-rides price in decision on attending these events; $115 per day is too high; apprecuate 
beverages and the Newport News location rather then Virginia Beach; Price point is important - a win-win at all 
ends when everyone feels well compensated; majority of speakers are worth the price; it must remain affordable; 
need more advanced classes (Crew Manager) that are marked in catalog; quality and price are equal (3); for 
the price this year the quality was not as good as in past years; doesn't matter; quality, Quality- but I do not pay 
for the courses (2) 

Comments: don't need formal CEUs but appreciate courses at the professional level; learning is my priority but I 
use the CEUs too; always enjoy; need CEUs but also furthering my education; CEUs and for the info of course; 
don't need them; I attend so many I should consider this; plus I love the topics; 

Comments: Plant Propagation is fun and worth price; but they shouldn't be too pricey consider total cost 
to attend: hotel/food/conference; cost + length are part of decision - 4 hours is a bit long; good options; 
didn't attend any this year; esp in advanced areas; hands-on helps with memory; depends on topics - but 
not necessarily; prefer they not cost more since they occupy same amount of time as included sessions, 
just longer; if they caught my interest, sure; I'd like to see more workshops offered to choose from + not as 
expensive. Also could you alternate sessions with workshops - offer more workshops for 2 hours that are 
concurrent with 2 1 hour classes - give people more variety; 

Trade Show verses Invited Exhibitors: 
Do we need to schedule MORE TIME to visit / interact with exhibitors at their table? Yes = 14   No = 50

Comments: many of the exhibitos were informative and offered important info; maybe in afternoon or evening?; 
If you were focused and attentive time was good as scheduled; it could be more effective - have wine and 
cheese social to keep people there longer; 

Would you like to SEE MORE exhibitors displaying plants, gadgets & equipment? Yes = 52   No = 10

Comments: anything tht would enhance the experience and be things that teach and inform; garden hand 
tools; nice to have tool market; the more exhibits offered the more info can be given; seems a good mix; Yes 
Please! Growers of unusual plants; the more the better, its a great place to share business; Thought this was the 
best in the last several years; more zone 6-5 plants please page 3/6



Would you like to BUY or ORDER from exhibitors or vendors while at MAHSC?  Yes = 36 No =16  N/A=12

Would you like to see LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS (indoor or outdoor) of new products? Yes = 47   No = 12

Comments:  everybody loves live demos - nothing like new toys!; absolutely; maybe(2); not at the expense 
of class time; NO = not enough time; could offer some evening options; Live (both) provide visual + physical 
interaction for those who need stimuli to stay enthused; Arborist Technology

Comments: if it was something I wanted or needed; maybe (2); not if it clutters the hallways; should offer 
discounted show pricing; maybe from plant people; Great place to make business & info contacts - conduct 
business after; would like to see small tools & practical gear; 
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Best part of the 2014  Mid-Atlantic Horticulture Short Course:

Answers:  Free food, freebies, quality of classes; #1 opportunity to spend time with others in classes and at event 
who are also passionate about Horticulture #2 opportunity to learn more; Keynote talk, How we Hurt the Trees We 
Love, Basics of Garden Design; Edible Sustainable Classes w/ new reserach; Quality of speakers; Camaraderie 
amongst moderators, speakers & participants; Variety of classes + Interesting Speakers; Jason Grabowsky - very 
good presentations; Many awesome speakers: Joe Murray, Chad Peevy, George McLoed, Dr Grabowsky, Kelly 
Norris to name a few; First Editions plant class; The classes I attended and moderated on Monday (Plants & 
Production and Design) Well done!; The theme of naturalistic gardening that seemed to permeate many of the 
presentations And anything by Joseph Murray or Michael Keenan; Lunchtime sessions on "Humor in the Workplace"; 
All good!; Sheffield England speakers (2); Design Basics presenter; Ira Wallace - real person with great big ideas that 
work!  Inspiring + Knowledgeable; Variety of courses (2); Soil; Very Interesting Speakers; Keynote and Branding 
Luncheon Speaker;  Reggie Millette's Photography workshop (2) long enough to cover in depth; Marriott is a very 
beautiful venue, they were very accomodating and have good food selections. Sponsors provided useful info - 
thanks!; Helpful staff + Quantity of lectures to choose from;  Excellent line-up of speakers w/ extensive expertise. It's 
a great venue to network with professiosnals knowledgable about many aspects of the industry; Bookstore + 
Author Signings, breakout sessions; integration of research with practice; all the people; Quality of Speakers; Timing 
= classes started and ended on time; Classes emphasizing development of business - millenials & our industry 
challenges developing new ways & attitudes attracting women retail purchasing; simple registration + lots of 
courses to choose from; Crew Management classes; James from London Olympic Park ecologists - although 
similarities between his 2 talks; networking; Hosta presentation; all good information; Continue to learn so many 
new things - loved speaker from PA that spoke; Variety - multi day speakers so you can catch them another day; 
Good classes and good quality of what I attended; Joseph Murray's presentation; informative; Don't Snub the 
Shrubs by Susan French; James from UK's naturaistic planting in urban areas; Class format 1 hour with 15 minute 
break; Speaker topic variety

Worst part of the 2014  Mid-Atlantic Horticulture Short Course: 

Answers:  not a good # exhibits; couple of overcrowded classes - without tables to write on in room 6; summaries of 
classes were not always accurate, I missed the city planner perspectives which have been in the past; Traffic (3) to / 
from tunnel from Chesapeake; $8 for a chicken sandwich and bottle of water; love it all; realizing how much I still 
have to learn; Really not much of a selection of classes for growers; Rooms cold / temp control (7) - needed a winter 
coat! - all good; room temps better 2nd day; #1-some of the moderators - in/out back doors distracting from the 
speakers; unable to pronounce/recognize basic horticulture treminology when reading bios, #2-write up for Blooms 
of Bressingham was not what happened, I went to another class, #3-Garden of France a slide show of "look where I 
have been"; Too many of same topics being repeated each year; No compost class or not much on compost 
benefits; Iowa talk - like native plants not his type; Blooms of Bressingham; Keynote speaker - thought he was very 
negative, not appropriate note to kick off conference; you moved the date from the last week of Jan; Classes that 
weren't what the description implied; Some speakers didn't have enough handouts, put all presentations on an 
accessible web-site; the end; couple of speakers from outside area were not knowledgable about how their plants 
would grow in this region;  really cannot pinpoint negative aspects of the course; registration - lateness in getting 
books; it is a bit of a long set of days; not enough time; Capstone speaker; phD candidtae for biochar - too data 
and chart driven & not enough applicable to the green industry; travel time to come from southside; Joel Koci's 
presentation; Tree ID + Arboretum Allstars - served no benefit, didn't get monies worth; ID course was way too 
beginner; some speakers were not spending time on important details; most of the classes; price / cost; too early in 
morning; the end; 



If YOU could make ONE CHANGE to improve MAHSC what would it be?_

Comments:  For this year you needed more exhibits; record all or most sessions and make recordings 
available (for sale) after event; Sales Pitches masked as a class; I would like to know (somehow) about the 
people attending / networking... like where are people from, what they do, etc., I still miss the Tuesday night 
social; Bring in more horticulturist + landscape design professionals while still keeping the work crew training 
aspect - would it be possible to involve college students in planning topics + attending for academic credit?; 
Book store prices are too high - reducing cost would increase volume; none; bring back the plant class - 
What's New in the Trade!; Try to assure that the room temps are comfortable; offer more variety as you have 
in the past; Brochures + on-line registration need to come out sooner to allow more time for employer 
approvals (3); I like added classes on native plants (the invasive class by Adam Downing could add native 
alternatives); more hands-on classes, perhaps; Lunch was pretty much the same everyday despite the 
advertised menu, most staff were pleasant - they may never figure out the temperature controls in this hotel 
(but there is hot water in the bathrooms this year!); Improve acoustics; Advanced topics: IPM, Scientific 
classes, More graduate students + doctorate candidates present their thesis at conference, more LA's as 
speakers; Good to learn of innovative approaches in other countries; Twice a Year; Speed up publication of 
Early Bird registration and course offerings - once here programs are great! Wonderful learning opportunity; 
To have 1 time keeper for the auction; Have at least 1 evening speaker for those who don't go to a 
workshop; Better coffee available all day; Clarify the classes so it is possible to judge how advanced the 
classes are before it is attended; Quality of classes - some were awful; Make all classes pertain to Virginia - 
too many speakers don't offer any knowledge to bettering plant choices & practices in our area; Subject 
matter explored beyond introduction level; Add rules + regs speakers - OSHA, VDOT, City Inspectors; 
everything fine as it is; Consider conference rotation like many other large conferences for professionals CEUs 
VB/NORF/CHES/NN; Break up the day with fun stuff - not all lectures; Repeat some of the workshops; Less 
classes by extension agents - more from professors / educators from universities, national & international 
architects / plantsmen; Possible add a 4th day or 1/2 day full of classes besides Crew & Pest certification 
ones courses to add: Water Management / Drainage, Construction / Hardscape, Maintenance of Tree, 
shrub, perennial, ground covers); Easier to take Crew Manager test on Wed; eliminate really cold rooms; 
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Can you suggest new topics or speakers for future MAHSC’s? 
More relevant to have speakers talk more about native species, more pruning like fruit trees, rose bushes, etc; 
perennials, annuals, new plant introductions; Thomas Rainer (landscapes of mean.blogspot.com,) Douglas 
Tallamy (Bringing Nature Home), Panel discussions among experts- ex: your best hardsacpe design, best plant 
combos, ideas about landscaping with natives; Butterfly speakers and host plants, Bee Keepers; Please 
continue with presentations more naturalistic and sustainable horticulture - people can still run successful 
businesses being mindful of our dwindling resources; Seed savng / harvesting workshop; Combinations of natives 
and nativars, new plant classes, enoyed hearing about whati National Arboretum is testing years ago; Tree 
Biology - urban tree service / carbon sequestering / urban forestry; Use benefits design for indoor plantings; 
rigging / climbing / knots / gear for climbing arborists; aerial rescue; tool maintenance / restoration/ repair; The 
appealing natives = natives we'd really like in our gardens; other money makers at a garden center / farm 
market. Veggies and vegggie plants available + recipes, crafts or workshop presentations possible to use at 
garden centers; go back to soil health; AutoCad Drafting, Landscape Design; Horticulture in time of Climate 
Change, unique hort projects (eg rails to trails, commercial / industrial park landscaping) Transforming public 
parks, golf courses, etc to more naturalistic landscaping; someone with a skillset; better well-known speakers - 
this was like a b-c selection instead of a speakers; Wetland Studies and Solutions Inc., Bee-keeping, actual Tree 
ID course; Check with Kerry Mendez in Maine; she puts on several quality seminars a year and works with golbal 
professionals; Arbor Rigging, work experience in specific fields; more organized class of VA Fertilizer Applicator 
Certificate program; Greenwalls / roofs; 1- need a session abt wildlife damage control - techniques dealing with 
deer, miles, voles, etc 2- How about a panel of experts sharing their case studies of what works + what doesn't 
for topic like nursery production, landscape sustainability, implementing stormwater management practices, 
etc. 3- Need a session about HOW to MAINTAIN (not just 2 slides at the end of a talk, but a whole session on 
maint) gardens, permeable pavers, green roofs, native plantings. The current folks weigh more on 
implementation rather then maintenace.; Local small business owners in the green industry may strike interest or 
Advanced Crew Manager Presentations; Flower arranging; 



 SUGGESTIONS OR COMMENTS:  

Excellent as always; Location, courses and venue were well chosen and coordiinated. Nice collaboration!; 
Overall very good experience, more evening options and classes for credit (mine was cancelled), Lunch & 
Learns very good, Didn't see morning or afternoon snacks, would be nice; Website was late getting on-line this 
year (and booklet too)!! Remember people get busy during the holidays - so it would be better to have it our by 
late October / early November; please get schedule out sooner; Really looking forward to local business local 
clientele; Better organization of ISA sheets put class codes on everything; Criteria for class should pertain to useful 
information, Monday's tree ID class- awful / All Star Arboretum - awful, Soil class was good useful local / turfclass - 
excellent. Last class was to be stormwater research in room 1 @ 3:30 tuned out to be First Editions something 
completely different, I should have a refund; If price keeps increasing attendance will decrease. Might want to 
research a cheaper venue for future; Call dress code for moderators "business casual" this might guide those too 
casual for next time, Professional behavior / interaction between moderators at all times (no bickering, rolling 
eyes ...) all presenters should provide electronic access to their handout or lecture material; 
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Great job thanks for the opportunity; Last speaker very boring; Make sure to mention wifi password. Almost spent 
$7 on it before found out about conference pw; Please have a capstone speaker who does not promote exotic 
plant species; Offer Chain Saw safety on 2 different days; I would suggest that all presenters make thier 
presentations available; If you could get information about early bird registration out earlier, more from our 
organization could have come. Takes time in our offices to process approvals before your deadline. Need also to 
see course offerings earlier to process funding approvals. Know that speakers info delays you but it could really 
help getting approval in time for early bird registration; Public parks, golf courses etc to more naturalistic 
landscaping; more hands on with plants; Maybe a way to find attendees - if I want to meet someone who works 
at Busch Gardens how to meet up with them; Phillip Watson - outstanding speaker / designer / author, also 
represents Cottage Garden on QVC, Alice Squire Martin, Petersburg, VA - garden club recreated a very old 
garden and book written on it - she is currently Chairman for Garden Week of VA; Keynote speaker not very 
interesting; Solutions on invasive species; Missed humor in both keynote and capstone talks, capstone speaker 
rather hard to understand, admit I missed some of his jokes. Hear a couple of moderators "guess-timating" 
number of people in the room. This may happen occassionally, but should be noted as it is a guess; Quality 
seminar in a quality hotel, thanks; Enjoy central locatsion of MAHSC, perfect location for just about everyone in 
Tidewater area:); Bring back grower track with more plant classes, Please no more speakers from other states like 
California because its just not applicable to this area. Speakers from Ball Skagit Walters, different because are 
plug growers that supply large areas of the country. Plant Delights Nursery always great. Also put back to original 
week after MANTS and during Green + Grow = BAD; make 2015 program booklet easier to print at home; Thank 
you for all your behind the scenes work; Marriott 1 urinal didn't flush for 2 days, 1 toilet didn't flush, they should 
empty cigarette butts more often than 1 every 2 days. Couldn't find Marriott buffet on Wed or Thurs Finally found 
(3 yrs) all day parking lot adjoining Marriott, Thanks to all the wonderful volunteers!; Cold rooms o Monday!, Keep 
teaching native plants, Carol Heiser = great, Helen Hamilton = great, suggest Andy Westrich Bee Keeper trainer; 
Some kind of recording or online or video of the conference would be great. I know people who couldn't come 
but would gladly pay to hear it / see it online or recorded; Encourage presenters to have meaningful handouts (I 
could talk about this a lot), Discussion rooms for impromptu / or organized discussion on specific topics, Activity of 
workshop on Sunday evening, Take-away workshop quickies available to do during breaks or evenings (ex: 
mixing dried herbs w/ epsom salt to make bath salt packet, Cutting up a old worn t-shirt to make a fruit sling for 
espaliered fruit trees; Only attended one class, excellent! Please keep in NN!; More vendors more longer days; 
Keep up with native plants, feeding wild animals butterflies, composting, flower gardens for all seasons, bulbs 
flowers, cooking with vegetables, turf maintenance
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